Testimonials from Parents - May 2021
l
* Disclaimer: “Kindly excuse the grammar or typo errors as the comments were originally from
parents feedback form done online during the MCO period. In parents exact own words without
amendments”

About the Teachers

.

“Since last year, things had been evolving really fast and in an uncertain way. It has really tried an d
tested the school and everyone there. During such times, the teachers and management had taken
lots of steps to keep the children 'in' school. Stress was immense for everyone and the effort is paid
off with the current results. Children has not stopped school and they are still growing pretty well.
The management has taken steps to adapt really fast to the situation. I really appreciate all these
work done a lot! Thank you so much to everyone in Axcel. To ALL the teachers, no amount of thank
you would be able to sum up to all your hard work. Keep it up and stay safe!”
“Teachers are dedicated and passionate.”
“Teachers in Axcels continue to be professional and engaging, I can see my child are participating
well in classes and assignment even from home, as we run online class during these difficult
pandemic period."
“Thank you teacher for putting effort and patience for teaching my daughter”
“Teachers are friendly and students are well mannered, school environment is not bad. The two
guards are really good at what they do and are very friendly.”

“The school is reasonably small, which allows the teachers to pay close attention to each and every
student. The teachers are well aware of the student's needs and are available to help them if
needed.”
“Axcel has recruited and maintained good teacher qualities. We are grateful for the school's effort
and we trust that Axcel is doing everything within all limitations for the benefit to cultivate students'
qualities from all aspects. Thank you.”
“Axcel is a great place to study and learn. I always impressed by the passion and commitment of
teachers in guiding our students to ensure they are well equipped both academic and soft skills. I will
definitely recommend parents to enroll their children to study at Axcel International School”
“Thank you for teacher teaching student patiently and concerned.”
“Axcel has recruited and maintained good teacher qualities. We appreciate the effort of the school to
cultivate a wholesome education that benefits student from all aspect.”
“The teacher are nurturing and loving while providing the structure and guidance my kid need. I have
been impressed at the level of feedback and overall communication.. ”
“Axcel made a better teachers through your interactions as compare to others.”
“Teachers pay attention to progress of every student and provide guidance when needed. Parents are
well inform on school activities/announcement through SMS apps and whatsapp.“
“well done Axcel! You guys have been giving my child very good coaching session. The teacher has
been very responsive even after office hour, which is a plus point. That shows the educators are very
genuine and helping the school children, and not the typical commercialized education institution.“
“Axcel teachers are commit and patience to the students. My kids result had improved a lot. They are
well managing their time and homework. Thanks Axcel school and all the teachers for the good job.”
“i would like to thank to all the teachers for teaching during this tough pandemic times and ensure
that all kids get to enhance their education.”

About the School
“Very smooth coordination with the classes without disruption during this pandemic. Strict and
firm guidance to the students”

.

“I must say that Axcel has done a very good job in managing and control during this Pandemic”

“The holistic programme which school is not just focusing in academic. More interaction teaching
session.“
“Axcel is the school that helped my daughter to excel much better than we expected in both
academic and non-academic areas. Teachers are friendly and helpful.“
“Very happy with coping with pandemic situation with regards to online teaching, learning &
coaching”Axcel is doing well planning and organizing for the physicals class and online class.
Teachers are very punctual for every lesson even though conducting hybrid/online class. Teachers
are responsible and fast respond to students.I hope the school will arrange more interactive activities
to improve students speaking, presentation skills and confidence. I believe Axcel can provide a best
platform for the students.”
“Overall, the school has been doing well in all aspects. Keep up the good work. Bravo.”
“Axcel International School is an excellent academic setup which it provides a holistic approach in
improving students both academically and mentally.”
“Axcel has been helping their students with their team building skills and entrepreneurship with their
workshops and 'Charity Bazaar.' “
“Axcel has been striving to cultivate a wholesome education for our children. We are thankful for the
efforts and we can see the fruits of their hard work through our child's overall development along the
path.”
“good study environment and responsible teacher”
“A.S.K. beyond academic excellence - good concept to nurture kids”
“Thanks for the consistent effort during the pandemic to set new norm in online class”
“The school's preparedness in responding to situations in relation to the Covid-19 pandemic is
encouraging. “
“Axcel has done well to adapt and set up hybrid classes in view of on/off MCOs. A student will realise
his/her potential with their team of dedicated teachers and admin staff.”
“The school has been focused on holistic student development including character building which will
help them excel in the future.“
“Really like the education system that ensures students participation. This helps the students to be
part of the education system instead of an attendee.”
“Axcel has been communicating massively and react promptly given the pandemic situation. It kept
us informed on what's going on and what's the measurement that the school is taking with ever
changing situation which give us a peace of mind and ensure our children's safety and academy are
well taken care off.”
“Axcel International School has shown its excellent ability to educate its students in normal school
environments as well as adapting very well to the online digital education system. They have my

personal endorsement. “
“Axcel succeed in cultivating and promoting a wholesome education from all aspect, be it personality
or academic guidance for the students, we can see the fruit of their hadwork through the results
reflected on our children. Thank you Axcel.”
“Good environment and so far no bullying problem issue.“
“Axcel International School is an established academic center which provides students a holistic
approach towards academic & mental development. “
“I would recommend Axcel to anyone who is looking for value in international schooling.”
“The School's performance in terms of responding and managing the current pandemic is
commendable.”
“In Axcel, i am happy to see that every student are been treated equally. Everyone been given equal
chances to perform and learnt. Activity like debating is not just allowing student to improve in their
public speaking and team work but also make them to think beyond the academic. Well done. “
“Axcel International has a comprehensive education system to groom their students to have their own
vision & independent. “
“This school have a good study environment , responsible teacher and management , strongly
recommended to all . “
“Appreciate that Axcel always look and treated seriuosly to the parents feedback. Children are safe and
happy to study at here.”
“Axcel International School provides good quality education program that is strategic to help student to
master skills where it is core for student's mental development.“
“The school takes pride in what they do. Always finding new ways and methods to enhance the system
and troubleshoot any shortcomings. Teachers are dedicated and meticulous. Always ready to answer
any questions or difficulties faced by the students at any time of the day.”
“The school is amazing. All teachers are nurturing and loving while providing guidance for my kid. The
class size are good and not oversized. Beside, it's great to see my son enjoy learning in so many
different ways. Thank you Axcel ! “
“THE BEST CHOICE OF PRIVATE SCHOOLS @ PUCHONG FOR YOUR KIDS ~~~”
“My child attended AXCEL International since its' opening four years ago. Their consistency in building
the children's character and attitude was what attracted us, just like their slogan "Beyond Academic
Excellence". We are amused to find that so far all of their teachers have the same passion and goal.
We were also very thankful for AXCEL Management's prompt action in the arrangement of ONLINE and
HYBRID classes even though 2020 MCO1 was pretty sudden. Also thankful that the teachers were
able to adapt with innovative ONLINE lessons to keep the children interested.”
“We have found that Axcel International school has done a wonderful job in the Hybrid classes. They
have made it almost 90% of what physical classes are. We've also noticed that Axcel teachers have
committed themselves to guide and teach their students to those who are a bit slow to catch up with
their subjects. And also, they make their teachings easy for their students to comprehend.”
“Axcel International School is a a highly recommended school to enroll”

About the Students

.

“My son have more participation for overall.”
“Axcel always create positive thinking for their students. I can noticed how my daughter changed her
attitutes toward her studies or even she is more cheerful and self confident nowadays. She
participates a lot in her school activities and she really enjoyed it. As as parents I always believe a
great environment in school will create and prepare their students to be positive in their future. “
“This is the third year my daughter is in the school and she has been enjoying it throughout. Although
most of last year lessons and activities are conducted online, her learnings have not been disrupted at
all. We are grateful that we have made the right choice to send her to Axcel. We really hope that the
pandemic will be over soon, and she can start to enjoy more of the school's facilities and taking part
in the team activities/outings, etc”
“We are happy and Ahmad Irsyaduddin has also express his happiness in school”
“Axcel has been taking effort to help the student's who are weak, by giving valuable advice and
motivation.”
“The school is committed to develop good values, behaviour and learning attitude of the new
generation beyond academy. Keep it up !!”
“CJ has improve on his studies in terms of participation in his studies”
“My both girls are enjoying their schooling time in Axcel International School. Teachers are very
responsible and very close with their students. The school create a good environment for students to
learn. Even for online classes, their are doing their best to guide students during this critical
moments. “
“I have seen my son's presentation skill and public speaking improved after joining Axcel International
School. The Management and teachers of Axcel International School are very responsible and
constantly engage with parents in sharing about the progress of students' learning in school. Apart
from the academic, they emphasise a lot on value and discipline! They also maintain two ways
communication with students which can be seen from the close relationships between
teachers-students. Well done Management and teachers, keep it up! “
“I feel after my daughter join this school she really enjoy it and every day very excited to school .she
more confident herself and more out spoken.”

“Axcel has created a creative and innovative study environment in which my son is able to discover all
his capabilities.”
“I am very happy with my child's performance at Axcel. The teachers really make tremendous effort to
guide the children and the management team here is keen in providing a holistic approach towards
education and life skills. I am happy that we choose Axcel.”
“My child has performed quite well with his character as well as his academic. Teachers in Axcel
International School was very helpful according to my child. Keep up the good job. “
“My daughter loves the school and the teachers are dedicated and caring.”
“Axcel teachers are helpful and caring. My children enjoy studying at the school a lot. It has been a
wonderful place for them.”
“Axcel School teaches and develops the students in broad range subject, academically and soft skill.”
“My son has been improve in discipline and acedemic as well especially through the well organise
online class”
“My son like to study here.“
“My son was from another international school and we felt huge improvement in terms of character
and confidence after enrolled him in Axcel. The teacher Ms Vivian and Principle Ms Susan are very
helpful and constantly keep me updated with his progress and problems but in the end, my boy
personally told me that he likes this school because the teachers are genuinely caring for him. Thank
you and I am blessed to have found such a good school. Kudos to all the staffs and teachers!”
“My child has enjoyed her studies in Axcel over the past 3 years and have shown improvement in her
inter personal skill and public speaking.”
“My child has been improving a lot, in terms of confidence and understanding. The teachers provides
a healthy environment and just enough freedom for them to grow as a person. Thanks teachers and
management for all the efforts and passion to educate our next generation.”

About the Management

.

“Greatly appreciate the effort and initiatives of all teachers and the school management team during
this pandemic. We always have the trust in the school in providing the best possible teaching and

guidance to the students. We value the school's pro-activeness in planning ahead during the
uncertain times of the pandemic, and students and parents will not be caught by surprise in the last
minute.”
“Just a note of appreciation to thank the Management and the school principals for being such
wonderful leaders. Their willingness to be ever ready to extend themselves whenever necessary is
much appreciated. Thank you.”
“Management of Axcel School is excellent and agile in all aspects especially in dealing with
pandemic situation to ensure student could continue to learn in safe environment.”
“Excellence management.”

